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ABSTRACT
Mining of low grade uranilllll sandstones in the Jenkins open pit mine
in the Shirley Basin; Wyoming was troubled by slope failures and wet conditions in the pit. Since the mine was expanding toward a river, the possibilit.Y of drainage fr011 this river into the mine raised serious concern
during the mine planning. A baseline hydrogeologic study was performed
and dewatering measures were designed with the help of a numerical mathematical model. A cOIIbination o.f dewatering wells installed from the surface around the perimeter of the pit .and horizontal drains in areas of
hiqh slope failure potential substantially improved the mining conditions
and slope stability.
This procedure consequently led to the successful
ore recovery fr011 the highly saturated sandstone strata. The deve 1opment
of drawdown during the dewatering of two separated aquifers in the overburden was close to that predicted by the model.
INTRODUCTION
The Shirley Basin is one of four major uranium districts in Tertiary
rocks of central Wyoming (See Figure I). Mininq of uranium in this district was initiated in 1960 when underground mining methods were applied.
Because of difficulties caused by high water inflow rates and ground support
problems, underground mining was abandoned after several years. Later, the
application of solution and in-situ leaching techniques provided limited
production unt I 1 1g7o. Development of large sea 1e open pit mining operations was initiated in 1965. Maximum production in the Shirley Basin was
reached in the mid seventies with eight to ten pits operating [1]. Recently only three open pit mines have been operated by three different
mining companies.
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The Jenkins pft was operated b.v Uranium Supply Services Corporation and
owned by Utflity Fuels, Inc.·. The pit fs located in the south-eastern part of
the Shirley Basin.
Production in the Jenkins pit started in February, 1977; the recovery
of the ore body was completed 1n Aprfl, 1981. The average pit production
was close to 1,000 metric tons per day at an average ore grade of 0.125
percent of U308. The uranium ore body occurs In poorly cemented sandstones
at a depth of 76 to 90 meters ( 250 to 300 feet) bel ow the ground surface.
The Jenkins pit started expanding toward north fr0111 an abandoned pit, and
three distinctive pit sequences are den0111lnated Area One, Two and Three.
Area Three Is of main Interest In this paper (See Figure 2).
GEOLOGY
The Shirley Basin fs located east of the Sweetwater Arch, a dominant
structure In the Great Divide Basin of Central Wyoming. The uranium deposits
are· in fluvial sandstones derived from the. granitic rock of the ancestral
Sweetwater Arch and deposited 1n adjacent Intermontane basins. The sand~tones are subarkosic to arkosic, medium grained to conglomeratic, angular
and poorly sorted.
Sandstones intertot'lgue with green and carbonaceous
shale. Sedimentation· was in a warm, humid climate with abundant vegetation. Decay of the organic Material created reducing conditions in the
sediment which caused partial carbonization of some of the plant debris,
formation of pyrite, and precipitation of uranium minerals [2].
The uranl Ulll bearing sandstones be 1ong to the Wfnd River format ion of
Lower Eocene age. Underlying formations are of Upper and lower Cretaceous
aqe. Overlying the ore bearing Wind River formation fs the White River
formation of Glfgocene age which is formed mostly b_v 10 to 20 meters (33
to 66 feet) of coarse, arkosic, poorl_y cemented sandstones with some conglomerate, clay and shale laminations. Thfs strata is not present in the
area of the Jenkins pft.
The overburden in the Jenkins pit area consists of the Wind River
formation. All strata are poorly cemented sandstones and siltstones,
claystones, and liqnitic shales {locally called lignite beds). There are
three prominent lignite beds in the pit area called the upper, 111iddle and
lower lignites'(See Figures 3 and 4).
HYDROGEOLOGY
Ground water occurs in sandstone strata above the upper lignite, fn
the upper ~nd middle lignites, and within the ore bearing sandstones. The
presence of water and high water pressures in the lignite beds is of considerable importance for slope stability. The sandstone aquifer above the
upper lignite 1s composed of relativel.Y poorly cl!lllented sandstone about 4.6
meters (15 feet) thick, with its base at an elevation of approximatel.v
2,096 meters {6,87.7 feet). This aquifer 1s hydraulically interconnected
with the upper lignite aquifer through approximately 9.1 meters {30 feet)
of sandstone and claystone strata which acts as an aquitarde. The hydraulic interconnection between these two aquifers was indicated by similarity
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in potenti0111etric surfaces, and by the effect of pumping from the upper
lignite on the discharge of horizontal drains installed in the sandstone
aqu'Her.
The upper lignite seam has an average thickness of 1.8 meters (6 feet)
and 1ts base at an approximate el evat 1on of 2,086 meters ( 6 ,8•2 feet).
It is composed of moderately fractured black 11gnit1c shale. The upper 1nd
middle lignites are separated by practically impenneable shale bed. ·The
middle lignite seam has an average thickness of 2.1 meters (7 feet) and a
base at an approximate elevation of 2,080 meters (6,825 feet).
The
characteristics of the middle lignite are similar to those of the upper lignite. Between the middle lignite and the lower lignite is an impermeable layer composed of claystone and shale. The ore body sandstone 1s
composed of medi11111 to coarse grained sand with s0111e fine gravel and is
poorly cemented. Between the lower lignite and the ore body sandstone are
also relatively Impermeable strata.
All aquifers are of artesian (confined) character with their potentiometric surfaces about 20 meters (66 feet) above the bottom of aquifers.
The regional ground water flow direction is from the northwest to the
southeast. However, the regtona 1 ground water flow 1s 1oca 11 y altered
by 'effects of operating and 1bandoned pits In the area.
Ground water In the sandstone and lignite aquifers fs fresh water of
sodium sulfate or calcium sulfate type with totai dissolved solids 1n the
range of 500 to 800 mg/1.

MINING PROBLEMS RELATEO TO WATER
Slope stability prob1e~~~s rehted to ground water conditions occurred in
most of the urani11111 open pft 111lnes fn the Shirley Basin. Host of these
slope failures have been progressfote or tlllll!-rehted slope faflures. The
failures begin by overstresslnq in a portion of the slope, usualh In the
lignltlc shales or clay shale layers. These zones of overstressing gradually extend to the surface and failure occurs.
The experience from the Jenkins pit has not been an exception. During
1978, severel slides developed in the northwest corner of Area Two (See
Figure 5). These slides were c1used by Increasingly less favorable hydrogeological conditions as the excavation of the pft proceeded toward the
north.
Also, the increasinqly wet conditions at the pft bottom affected the
working environment and efficiency of mining equipment.
The possibility of a sudden water Inrush from the Little Medicine Bow
Rfoter f nto the open pit was of great concern. The river 1s 1ocated on 1y
slightly over 100 meters (330 feet) fr0111 the proposed ffrtal eastern pit
crest. The geologic conditions between the rfoter and the pit were not
known with certainty. It was possible thlt SOllie highly penneable sediments
could develo.P between the river and the pit.
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A hydrogeologic study composed of field investigation, office analysis
and mathematical modeling was undertaken to assess the hydrogeologic conditions in the direction of the expanding pit and to evaluate the feasibility of and methodology for mine dewatering.
HYDROGEOLOGIC STUDY
The purpose of the study was to evaluate the existing hydrogeologic
conditions within Area Three and to evaluate and recommend the most
technically feasible and cost effective methods of dewatering. The investigation was oriented toward the upper and middle lignite aquifers which
were considered of principal importance for slope stability.
During the field investigation program sfx piezometers and one test
well were installed. Piezometers were installed at four locations as shown
on Figure 2. Piezometers consisted of 1 1/2 inch PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride)
Schedule 40 pipe, perforated within the aqui·fers being monitored.
The test well installation consisted of 6 inch PVC casinq with a 5
inch PVC screen. Drilling was performed with air or Revert, a degradable
drilling fluid (manufactured by Johnson). All boreholes were geoloqically
lo(lged from drilling cuttings and geophysically logged. The geophysical
logs consisted of natural ga11111a, spontaneous polarization, and resistivity. Falling head permeability tests were performed in all piezometers to
eva 1uate the permeability of aquifers and whether the piezometers were
functioning properly. A constant discharge pumping test with discharge
for 10 hours and measurement of recovery, also for 10 hours, was run in the
test well.
The tested aquifer was the upper lignite strata. With a pumping rate
of only 6.4 1/min. (1.7 gallons per minute) the drawdown in the pumped well
after 10 hours was 8.5 meters (28 feet).
In a piezometer 17.5 meters
(57.4 feet) from the pumped well, the corresponding drawdown was only 0.77
meters ( 2.54 feet). The average hydraulic conduct hity or transmi ss hi ty
for the upper lignite calculated from drawdown and recovery, using the
Jacob and Theis methods [3], were the following:
.
.

Hydrau 11 c Conduct htty
Transmi ss hi ty
Storage Coefficient

K • 1.6 rtt/day

T • 2.g m2/dal

s•

5.4 x

1o-

(5.3 ft/day)
(9.5 ft2/day)

Results of the ffeld permeability testing of the rttfddle lignite and
sandstone strata above the upper lignite showed approximately one order of
maqnitude lower values of permeability than the upper liqnite. This is
very probably caused by higher fracturing of the upper lignite than of the
other aquifers.
One borehole (PN-4) drilled between the pit and the little Medicine
Bow River indicated that the excessive seepage from the river into the pit
was n~t probable due to relatively impermeable strata.
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EXISTING DEWATERING
Prior to completion of the described hydrogeologic study, the Jenkins
pit dewatert ng was accomplished by means of natura 1 seepage on tne pit
slopes collected by 1 perf111eter ditch at the pit bottom (See Figure 6) and
by the Installation of horizontal drains.
A total of 12 horlzonul. drains had been installed in the western
slope of Area Two. A fin w1th seven drains produced ebout 72,7 1/min,
(19.2 gpm) tn the winter 1979 from the upper lignite and sandstone above the
upper lignite. A lower fan with five drains dtsch1rged only 1 minor amount
of water from the middle ligntte and overlying strati.
Monttortnq of water levels tn the Installed piezometers indlcited th•t
existing horizontal drains were lowering the original potentiometric surface
1n both middle and upper 1fgn1Us within the area. However, the ground
water pressure in the vicinity of the pit slopes was still considered too
hi!lh.
MODEll NG STUDY
Mathematical modeling study was undertaken utilizing the data obtained
during the field investigation. The purpose of the modeling study was to
evaluate the effectiveness of various well configurations and pumping
schemes in dewatering the three major l!Quifers in advance of the pit expansion in Area Three.
The calculations were conducted using the numerical mathematical model
TARGET [ 4] ·to predict the extent of influence of the dewaterl ng we 11 s.
This model, a finite-difference, partly-imp11c1t nulll!rical model, can be
used to analyze transfent behavior in a saturated flow regime' of aquifers
under artesian or water table conditions. TARGET utilizes a combination of
the experimentally justified Darcy'~ Law and the mass balance of a small
volume in a partial differential equation for two dimensional ground water
flow through porous medfa.
The reqfon being studied fs divided into control volumes within which
the hydrogeological properties (permeability, porosity, storage coefficient,
aauifer thickness) are assumed to· be homogeneous and are specified. The
permeability can be different in the x andy directions within each control
volume. The properties of the materials together with the appropriate
Doundary conditions (in the case studied here, these are fixed head boundaries, zero-flux boundaries, and the discharges from the wells) define the
ground water flow problem uniquely and allow numerical solutions of the
flow equation to be obtained. The program achieves this by solving a
matrix set of equations, each of which describes the mass balance within a
control volume for a small time step. The matrix of potentiometric heads
is updated at the end of the t fme step and the process Is repeated for
subsequent time steps.
The finite-difference qrid generally consists of a system of orthogonal
but irregularly-spaced intersecting lines. The spacing between grid lines
(i.e. the size of the control volumes) as well as the small finite time
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steps themselves, influence the convergence of the procedure and thfl resulting eccuracy of the solution, However, the implicit nature of the
scheme pel'llllts It to be nearly uncondlt lonally stable for steady state
solutions. The discretization pel'llllts the geometr.Y of regions of puticular Interest to be 1110deled 1110re carefully {finer discretization) and
allows the hydrogeological properties to vary from pllce to place. To
model composite ~~~aterhls correctl.v, the properties across boundaries of
dissimilar 111aterlals are averaged ge0111etrlcally. Fine details In areas
where the heads lillY be changing rapidly are obtained at the expense of
having to solve many more local equations.
It 1s believed that hydrogeologic conditions in the neighborhood of
the proposed pit extension were fairly well known. However, detailed data
relating to the surrounding area was not available and hence some assumptions
as described below were necessary.
o The potentiOMetric contours were Interpolated from data obtained at
piezometer and test well tnstallatfons and extended over the area
adjacent to the pit.
o

Estimated 11ine schedules were ·used to obtain t~e tilll available
to lower the water levels In each aquifer of interest.

o

Since each dewatering well would be pu11ping from all three aquifers
at once, an estiNte of the contribution of each aquifer to the
total pumped vol~ wu made tn order to detel'llline the extent of
dewatering of each aquifer.

Two 11ain objectives were identified for the modeling study:
o

The 1110st reasonable well spacing for both effectiveness and economy
in dewatering.

o

The pumping rates which would be required at each well given b.Y
dewatering schedule.

In each of the cases considered at the Jenkins mine the following
sequence of calculations was carried out. Firstly, calculations were made
of the PUIIPed volu...s being extracted from each aquifer corresponding to a
particular rate·of dewatering at 1 pump. Each aquifer was then pumped at
their seperate rates until one reached its steady-state. At that time onl.v
the 1111intenance pumping vol~ would be drawn from that aquifer and so the
pumped vol~s fr0111 the r1111aining aquifers would alter. Maintenance pumping
rates and corresponding radii of influence were calculated. Th fs sequence
was repeated unt 11 the hydreuUc pressures were predicted In each of the
aquifers as a function of space and t·ime, until the total time available
for dewatering is reached.
In determining the well spacing, hand calculations indicated that a
spacing in the range of 46 to 61 meters (ISO to 200 feet) would be adequate
for dewatering purposes. Therefore, a selectf.on of spacing was made using
this range as a starting point. Numerical modeltng resulted in a series
of computer generated plots. These plots illustrated the progression of
dewatering with time in and around Area Three of the Jenkins pit for each
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aquifer, summarizing the results for a well soacfnq of 61 meters (200
feet) and a pumping rate of 57 1/mln. (IS qpm), The plots Illustrated how
a dewatered strip, proqresshely widening with time at a rat~ dependent
upon the transmissivity and storaqe coefficient of uch aquifer, w111
develop. It could be seen that the final dewatered strip in the north and
west slopes of Area Three were similar for each of the aquifers. These
results were plotted In both plan view, and In a vertical cross section
through all aquifers In the area of the west slope. This vertical cross
section Indicated that for all aquifers, Including the middle lignite
which was of prfmar.Y concern for a slope stability, a well spacing of 61
meters (200 feet) and a pumping rate of 57 1/mln. (15 gpm), would be adequate to suffic lent 1y reduce the pore pressures to the des I red 1eve 1s In
the time available for dewatering.
RELIABILITY OF PREDICTED RESUlTS
lnital tests were made to ensure that the solution procedure showed
convergent behavior In predicting results. This was undertaken by maklnq
tests to check that reducing the time step size and/or Increasing the
number of Iterations used during calculations did not alter the predicted
results. Also a check was 1111de on the overall changes of head to make
sure that rapid alteratIons were not bel ng produced. Havl ng determl ned
that the numerical model gave accurate results, an analysts of the physical
reliability of the results was made.
Calculations of the expected radii of Influence of the wells Indicated
that external and Internal boundaries (th-at fs, the fixed head boundaries
and the seepage faces around Areas One and Two) were at distances greater
than the· expected extent of Influence. Hence no significant numerical
i11fluence on the solution would be felt due to these boundar}es.
The results of any calculation procedure can only be as accurate as
the data used fn the calculations and the assumptions i.nherent In providing
that data. A test of the sensitivity of the results to variations fn input
data was made b_y assum1nq hydrau11c conductivities one tenth of the measured
values and repeating the same computer runs.
The sensfthfty analyses Indicated that the reduced hydraulic conductivities did not significantly alter the ability to relieve pore pressure
in the time available. Hence, it appeared that the predicted results, at
least In the timescale of concern, were relatively Insensitive to 11kely
ranges of parametric changes.
·
Based on these checks, ft was concluded that the computer model could
Provide a rel fable tool for the selection of the dewatering scheme [5].
The results of the modeling studies Indicated that a well spacing of 61
meter (200 feet) and a pumping rate of 57 1/min. (15 gpm) would provide
adequate dewatering for the western slopes of Area Three of the Jenkins pft.
Since slope stability problems had historically not occurred on the
eastern side of the pft, ft was decided not to Install dewatering wells in
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that area immediately. However, the area was to be continuously monitored
for Indications of ground water related problems.

DEWATERING DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The results of the hydrogeologic investigation and computer modeling
indicated that dewatering of the Jenkins pit was technically feasible and
that the most effective dewatering would be by ~~~tans of vertical wells
from the surface eround the perimeter of the pit combined with the installation of a limited number of horizontal drains In the areas most critical
for slope stability,
The permeability testing performed In the various aquifers showed
relatively low hydraulic conductivities. Accordln~ to klimentov [6] these
are at the limit of penMeabilitles for Which dewatering by means of wells
h considered economically feasible. However, this method was considered
the most suitable for Improving hydrological mining conditions in the
relatively limited time available before the development of Area Three.
From the analytical evaluation of the pumping test in the upper lignite
it was estimated that the steep part of the cones of depression developed
around a dewatering well would extend about 45 meters (150 feet) from the
pumped we 11 •
The following recommendations for dewatering resulted from the studies:
o

Horizontal drains would be a more cost effective means of dewatering.
However, since they could be Installed only after exposure of the
slope, slopes failures could develop before Installation of horizontal drains would be possible.

o Approximately fourteen dewatering wells should be located along the
northern and western perl~~eter of Area Three. The wells should be
located about 61 1111ters (200 feet) from the middle of the s·lope
and within 61 •ters (200 feet) from each oth.er.
o

The deweterlng wells should be screened through all water bearing
strata from the top of the sandstone strata above the upper lignite
to the bot tom of the ml ddle 11 gnlte strata. A submers 1b le pump
should be located In at least 6 meters {20 feet) of non perforated
casing below the lowest aquifer.

o

The estimated cost for Installation of a dewatering well was approxllllltely $5,000.00 and for Installation with 1 HP submersible
pump approximately $2,500,00,

o All wells should be Plllllped at their maximum possible discharge
rate of approxiNtely 57 1/mln. (15 gpm), Pumping should be Initiated Immediately after Installation and continue to the completion of •lnlng.
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In February 1979 a total of thirteen dewatering wells were drilled at
the locations shown on Figure 2. All wells were between 55 and 67 meters
deep (180 to 200 feet) and were Installed with 5 inch PVC casing; factory
slotted casing was Installed through all aquifers of Interest. The slotted
casing was gravel packed. One horsepower submersible pumps were placed In
the bottom, nonperforated part of each well (See Figure 7). Pumping and
piezometers monltorfng was Initiated immediately after installation.
Original pumping rates per a well of between 11 and 106 1/min. (3-28gpm)
declined sharply and it became apparent that the permeability of the aquifers
was highly variable and was overall lower than predicted from the single
pumping test. Problems with ~~~alntenance of the dewatering wells, particularly during the severe winter months, also caused the total discharge to
be lower than predicted and used in modeling stud.v.
After about six months of dewatering, a small slope failure occured in
the eastern portion of Area Three, close to the Little Medicine Bow River.
To Improve slope stability In the eastern portion of Area Three It was
recOMmended to install an additional five dewater1ng wells (Nos. 14 to 18)
around the perimeter of the pit and to install approximately 30 horizontal
drains in the area of the slope failure (See Figure .2).
Five 61 meters (200 feet) deep, dewatering wells were installed in
January, 1980 and furnished with Reda, 1.5 HP submersible pumps. Initial
discharge ·from four wells (Well No. 18 was used for water level monitoring)
of about 246 1/min. (65 gp111) decreased within a week to about 136 1/min.
( 36 qpm).
Twenty six horizontal drains drilled with a specialized "Aardvark"
drilling rig were installed in May, 1g8o in the area of slope stabil-ity
problem. These drains, which were on average 45 meters ( 150 feet) long,
discharged initially 310 1/mln. (82 gpm). However, the flow decreased
within a month to about 223 1/min. (59 gpm).
RESULTS OF DEWATERING
Although a relatively small amount of water was discharged out of
aquifers by means of vertical dewatering wells and horizontal drains a
considerable drop In potentiometric surface of all aquifers was achieved.
This resulted In improved slope stability conditions in Area Three and the
ore recovery in the Jenkins pit was completed in April, 1981, without any
additional significant slope stability problems. The workin9 conditions
in the pit were also improved by reducing the amount of water on the pit
floor.
After one year of dewatering the potentiometric surface in the upper
lignite dropped by 13 meters (42.5 feet) In the vicinity of the pit crest
(piezometer PN-2A) and only 2.7 meters (g feet) at a distance of approximately 305 meters (1000 feet) northwest of the pit (piez0111eter PN-3),
toward the recharge area.
The potentiometric surface of the Upper lignite aquifer in the vicinity of the pit crest was lowered to 5.6 meters (18.5 feet) above the top
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of the aquiufer. This drawdown was 2.9 meters (9.5 feet) short of th1
drawdown predicted by the computer study. The lower average pumping rat1
achieved by dewatering system (approximately· 38 1/min. or 10 gpm pe1
well) against that used in modeling study (57 1/min. or 15 qpm per well.
ls undoubtedly a major reason for the actual drawdown beinq less than thai
predicted by the modeling study.
In the middle lignite aquifer a maximum drawdown of 20.6 meters (67.!
feet) was achieved in the piezometer PN-28, located near the pit crest.
This drawdown was only 0.8 m (2.5 feet) short of that predicted by the
modeling study. Since tile lowered water table was within the middle llqnite strata, it means the artesian conditions changed into water table
conditions in this aquifer. Graphs showing drawdown predicted by modelin~
study and measured during one year of dewatering are presented on Figure S
and 9.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper intended to di!IIIOns t rate that a simp 1e but proper I y desiqned dewaterinq system can improve slope stability and mining conditions. Understanding of regional and site hydrogeology was essential for
a successful dewatering design and implementation.
The discussed case of the Jenkins pit is not considered a typical case
in dewatering practice because of location of dewaterinq wells only at a
small part of pft per1~~~eter and a relatively low discharge of water from
the whole dewatering system. However, the scope of the dewatering project
was to improve slope stability and mining conditions in a particular part
of the mine and not to dewater the whole open pit.
Other experience gained on this project Is that It Is very difficult
to simulate hydrogeologic ch·aracteristics of a highly anisotropic aquifer
as is the case of the discontinuous fluvial sandstones and irregularly fractured 11 gni tes present at the Jenkins pit s tte in a mathemati ca 1 mode and
at reasonable cost. Even ff one year of dewat~ing of the Jenkins pit did
not lower the potenti0111etrlc surfaces of the aquifers to the levels predicted by mathematical modeling we belhe that the relatively inexpensive
computer study was useful for the successful completion of ore recovery
in the Jenkins pit.
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Figure 4

Figure 5

General View of the Jenkins Pit

Slope Failure North-West Corner Area ll
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Fig:.1re 6

East slope, Area 11 With Seepage

Figure 7

Dewatering Well- Detail
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